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FALL 2020 NEWSLETTER
A MESSAGE FROM DEAN ZOGHI

Welcome to the Fall 2020 edition of the Link
newsletter. At the beginning of the semester, we
anticipated a new academic year unlike any
other and were apprehensive about how our new
“normalcy” and the campus climate would look
like amid the continuing COVID-19 crisis. Thanks
to many colleagues who spent the latter part of
spring and all summer in earnest preparation for
a safe return of students, staff, and faculty. We are
forever grateful for their diligence, dedication,
and selflessness; because of their efforts, the
campus community has returned to some
semblance of normalcy - as different as that
normalcy may be, it is nonetheless a more familiar
pattern of face-to-face interactions!
 
I also want to express my deepest gratitude to you: our ETCS colleagues,
alumni, and industry/community partners for your commitment, fortitude, and
unwavering support of our students - creating a safe and enriching
environment for them while ensuring that they get the best education possible
under these challenging and ever-changing circumstances. A number of ETCS
alumni and industry/community partners have volunteered to serve as mentors
to our students and to participate in classrooms as guest speakers. We
appreciate their time along with their companies’ commitment to
provide internship opportunities and sponsor senior design capstone projects.
As a result of these close relationships, our graduates are better prepared to
enter their profession. According to the latest Purdue Fort Wayne’s First
Destination Survey of recent ETCS graduates, nearly 92% of respondents are
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employed in NE Indiana, making significant contributions to the economic
vitality of the region.  

The preceding highlights are only a glimpse into numerous initiatives identified
in our 2022 strategic priorities. You will read more about some of the exciting
work our faculty, staff, and students are engaged in the ensuing sections of this
newsletter. It is beyond the scope of the Link , however, to
capture many inspiring achievements too numerous to mention here.  I do
want to acknowledge the recognition of our engineering programs regarding
the most recent ranking by the U.S. News and World Report. Over the last four
years, the ranking of our engineering programs has ascended steadily from 57
to 33, in the non-doctoral granting programs category. This is a significant
accomplishment. Kudos to our engineering colleagues and students. 
 
As the challenges of COVID-19 continue to impact our everyday lives and its
aftershocks are engendering the wave of change and disruption on higher
education in an unprecedented scale, we are compelled to embrace this new
reality which is filled with complexity, uncertainty as well as opportunities. I am
confident we will not only be able to adapt and persevere, but also thrive and
emerge stronger despite the novel challenges.
 
With gratitude, wishing you and your loved ones health and safety!
 
Manoochehr Zoghi, Dean of ETCS

Exciting News! 
Purdue Fort Wayne's Undergraduate

Engineering Programs jumped from 38th
to 33rd ranked nationally!

ABOUT the College of ETCS

At any stage of their academic or
professional careers, we offer students
opportunities to innovate and explore – to
design the future. 
 Whether through continuing education
programs or degree programs (we offer
four master’s degrees, 14 BS degrees, 1 BA
degree, and 5 AS degrees), we are
dedicated to transforming students into
leaders in their field. Most of our
technology, computer science, and
engineering programs are accredited by



ABET, the premier accrediting agency for
engineering and technology. Visit us
at pfw.edu/etcs to learn more about ETCS.
Follow us on LinkedIn and Facebook.

ETCS OUTREACH: Updates
In these unsettling times during Covid-19, the ETCS College and Outreach Program staff
are so grateful for the continued support of many sponsors and volunteers. This past
summer, the Lincoln Financial Foundation awarded a grant of $25,000 to ETCS Outreach
Programs to continue serving NE Indiana schools and pre-college youth who participate in
STEM competitions, the Sci-TEC Academy, and Summer Exploration Camps with a goal to
build diversity within all programs.
ETCS Outreach continues programs this year conducting most events virtually. The two
main competitions, FIRST LEGO League and Future City, will be conducted online and will
need faculty and industry judges. Sci-TEC Academy, a career program with 19 students,
starts in October with an online Kick-Off night with parents. Other events will proceed
either remotely or in an adapted format to accommodate university guidelines. 

Learn more about ETCS Outreach Programs by visiting our homepage: ETCS Outreach

2020 Future City National Winners:
Norwell Middle School
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The Norwell Middle School team from the Indiana Region won
the 2020 Future City Finals with their city, Yemoja.

Congratulations!
Future City National News - 2020 Champions

ETCS Programs: Upcoming Events

FIRST® LEGO® League
Northern Indiana Championship

December 2020

Indiana Future City Regional
Competition
January 2021 

Engineering Week Bridge Building
Contest

February 2021

Sci-TEC Academy Awards Night
 April 2021

SPOTLIGHT ON STUDENT SUCCESS

LIVING LEARNING
COMMUNITY
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Enrollment in the ETCS Living-
Learning Community (LLC) is up by
17 from last fall. Eighty-three ETCS
majors currently live in the Living-
Learning Community in student
housing. The LLC provides academic
and social support for ETCS majors,
which positively impacts retention
rates. Eighty-two percent of students
who lived in the LLC last year
returned to Purdue Fort Wayne again
this fall.

Many of the LLC activities are
planned by the two resident
assistants (RAs). Kyle Kirkpatrick, a
junior in mechanical engineering, was
an RA last year and has returned to
lead the LLC this year. A junior in
computer science, John Pollard, is the
other RA. In addition to events, they
plan to offer study groups this year.

John Pollard, RA

Kyle Kirkpatrick, RA

HELP CORNER
UPDATES
MEET OUR
TUTORS:

Taha Alibhai
MET/ME 2+3

Linh Dang
Civil Engineering

Suma Damerla
Computer Science

Daniel Houston
Information
Technology

David Reilly
Mechanical
Engineering

LEAD PEER MENTOR GROUP

Learn
Engage
Achieve
Discover

The LEAD
mentor
program had
a great start to the semester and is impacting
one student at a time, despite of the capacity
restrictions. We launched our welcome event,
which included having an interactive, technology
integrated campus scavenger hunt, in addition to
team-building workshops. LEAD has also served
students by providing outdoor painting activities
to build community, while providing a time to
de-stress and discuss challenges and successes
encountered thus far in the semester.
Over the next several weeks, LEAD will continue
to provide small-group engagement



All Tutoring Sessions
will be held online

through WebEx this fall.

To schedule:
Visit

tutortrac.pfw.edu
Or

Scan the QR Code

opportunities in-person and more extensive scale
opportunities virtually.
We look forward to continuing the mission of
leading the next generation on their path
towards graduation with their success at the
forefront of every activity planned and
implemented.
If you know of anyone interested in becoming an
Industry Mentor to promote success for our
juniors and seniors as they transition into
professional roles, please contact Ranesha Smith
at smitro01@pfw.edu. 

ETCS Students: Making their Mark

ETCS Student Spotlight:
 Conner Lundquist
Conner Lundquist is a senior majoring in
Construction Management. He has been
working with Weigand Construction for nine
months as a project engineer intern. 
He was awarded two scholarships from the
Building Contractors Association of
Northeast Indiana and the American
Society of Professional Estimators Chapter
65.
After graduation, he plans to continue
working with Weigand Construction, become
a project engineer, and work his way up the
corporate ladder. He plans to get his LEED
BD+C certification this summer and then
start working towards his PMP certification as well. 

ETCS Computer Science Students
Compete in TechPoint S.O.S. Challenge

Summer internships took on a
new look during the COVID-19
pandemic. Two of Purdue Fort
Wayne graduate students joined
500 other students in this
summer's S.O.S. Challenge.

Ashik Devakumar and
Sumadhuri Damerla, both from
the College of Engineering,
Technology, and Computer
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Science were on the six people
winning team.

Devakumar, a mechanical engineering graduate student, served as the
team’s project manager. Damerla, a graduate student in computer
science, served as its software programmer. They and the four other
members of the team will share a $2,500 prize.
Purdue Fort Wayne students on winning team in TechPoint S.O.S.
Challenge

SPOTLIGHT ON ETCS FACULTY & STAFF

A Fond Farewell to ETCS Retirees

Dr. Kimberly McDonald, Former ETCS Associate Dean,
Professor of Organizational Leadership

We bid our Associate Dean Kim
McDonald farewell in early summer.
Although we did not get to enjoy our
remaining time with her properly, we
will be forever grateful for her
contributions to ETCS and Purdue Fort
Wayne. Kim began her academic career
at Purdue Fort Wayne (IPFW at the time)
in August 1981, initially as an instructor
in the Department of Communication.
She joined the faculty of the OL
Department first as an adjunct faculty
member in August 1987. Kim’s
contributions to the OL Department, the
college and university have been vast.
She served as the Department Chair of
OL from 1998 to 2011. Kim was
appointed as the Associate Dean of
ETCS in July 2011. She has been a dedicated academician and
administrator who has been extremely passionate about teaching and
students’ learning, research and scholarly activities, and engagement and
community service.
We know Kim will enjoy her retirement spending time and traveling with
her husband Dave and sons, Travis and Ian.

https://www.pfw.edu/news/detail.html?id=db9e7c3a-95a2-4552-939c-57cbecd6575e


Dr. Scott Moor, associate professor
of the ECE Department.
 He joined the faculty of ETCS in
August 2004 as a coordinator,
instructor and advisor in the first-year
engineering (FYE) Program. He led
the creation and development of the
current FYE curriculum. He also
spearheaded the creation of the joint
engineering technology/engineering
2+3 program, designed to improve
success and retention of students
with less mathematics preparation.
Dr. Moor is a founding member of
the Purdue Fort Wayne’s Alliance for
Teaching Enrichment and has been
actively serving on its board. He has
also been a board member and
officer for the first-year program
division of ASEE.

 Professor Paul I-Hai Lin joined the
faculty of the Electrical Engineering
Technology program in 1985. 
He is retiring after serving the
institution and his students for 34
years. Professor Lin was the founding
faculty member and developer of the
Computer Engineering Technology
program.  He served multiple
appointments as chair of the Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Technology (ECET) department and a
term as interim-chair of the
Manufacturing and Construction
Engineering Technology (MCET)
department.  Professor Lin’s
dedication to learning and
implementing the newest
technologies was evident to the
countless students he helped
shepherd through the ECET Senior
Design course and Co-Op program.



Associate Professor Zhongming
(Wilson) Liang joined the faculty of
the Mechanical Engineering
Technology program in 1987. He is
retiring after serving the institution
and his students for 32
years.  Professor Liang was a recipient
of the excellence in service award for
the School of Engineering,
Technology and Computer Science
and the Excellence in Service Award
from the Minorities in Engineering
Division of the American Society for
Engineering. Professor Wilson’s
dedication to the classroom was
evident though his continuous
development of new areas including
numerical controls, dynamics and
mechanics.  Many alumni and
employers recognize Professor
Wilson for his many years of
overseeing the MET & IET Co-Op
programs. 

Dr. George Petruska, a computer
science professor with research
interests in function theory, pseudo-
random recursions and theory of
algorithms, has also decided to retire
after nearly 20 years of service at
Purdue Fort Wayne. Professor
Petruska is a distinguished
mathematician and computer science
researcher. He was a PFW visiting
professor in the CS Department back
in 2000 and was appointed as a
professor in 2001. Dr. Petruska has
been an exemplar faculty member
and a dedicated educator, teaching a
range of courses specialized in
computer science education and
computation theory. He is a
respected senior faculty member who
has contributed to the advancement
of PFW through his wisdom and
experience. Dr. Petruska has also
shown leadership in his positions as
the computer science graduate
program director, a PFW faculty
senator and the chair of numerous
committees. 

MEET Our Interim Assistant Dean:
Dr. Adolfo S. Coronado

Dear Colleagues,
I am honored and humbled to have been
selected for the interim assistant dean’s
position at the College of Engineering,
Technology, and Computer Science (ETCS). I
look forward to working with you to sustain the



College of ETCS as one of the region’s leading
institutions.
These are challenging times. I do not think
anyone of us has seen such a climate as a result
of COVID-19. This situation requires us to step
up and help our students, colleagues, industry
partners, and our community.
I look forward to working with you, along with
the College of ETCS’s administrative leadership
team, to continue the tradition of excellence,
with outstanding faculty, staff, students, and
industry partners. Together we can build on the
College’s strategic plan and tradition of
excellence.
Please send me any ideas you may have about continuing improvements
in our student success, outreach opportunities, or anything you wish to
share. I suggest you send me an email to coronado@pfw.edu.
Thank you, and go Dons!
Adolfo S. Coronado

WELCOME Our New ETCS Faculty & Staff !

Shibely Saha,
Visiting Professor of

Freshman Engineering

Ti'Asia Barlow,
Administrative Assistant,

Civil Mechanical Engineering



Thomas Bolinger,
Lecturer

Computer Science

Isaiah Fisher,
Application Software Developer

Computer Science

Athar Safdar,
Lecturer

Information Technology,
School of Polytechnic

Samad Gharehdaghi,
Visiting Assistant Professor,

Mechanical Engineering Technology,
School of Polytechnic

ETCS Faculty & Staff: Making their Mark

Future Girls of STEM: At Home!

This summer, 25 girls from across Indiana,
Illinois, and Texas participated in the second
annual “Future Girls of STEM” summer camp.
Adapted to a virtual / at-home experience,
campers from 2nd – 3rd grade learned about
the engineering design process and then
completed various activities and projects



related to biomedical, water, and mechanical
engineering. The female faculty team - Behin
Elahi, Rebecca Essig, Jennifer Hunter, Atefeh
Mohammadpour, and Kim O’Connor – created
short videos about the activities and prepared
activity kits that contained all needed
materials. Also, practicing female engineers
from the biomedical, water resources, and
mechanical engineering industries were
included in short interviews, highlighting their
work and interest in engineering. Campers
sent photos and videos to document their
experience, showing the process and results of
their activities.  

WOWO Radio Interview with Becca Essig

EXPANDING Computer Science Education in Indiana

In exciting news, a team of CS faculty members
(Beomjin Kim, Robert Sedlmeyer, Thomas Bolinger,
Eric Toy, Max Fowler, Steven Gardner, & Karen
Hirschy) have been awarded state funding to help
expand computer science education in Indiana. The
Indiana Department of Education $623,608 state
contract as part of the Indiana Computes! Program.
This initiative offers free coursework, resources, and
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workshops to computer science teachers to
accelerate and deepen the professional
development of K-12 educators.   
 
Purdue University Fort Wayne is one of 12
universities in Indiana—and the only location in the
northeast region—to host this yearlong
opportunity. The PFW team is excited to work with
participating teachers through small-group
coaching sessions that will support content
mastery, emphasize collaboration, and incorporate
problem-based learning. The program will take an
integrative approach, focused on making computer
science curriculum applicable to K-12 classroom
instruction. As a CS Homeroom partner for Indiana
Computes!, PFW will be offering online or in-person coaching sessions,
monthly workshops, and additional support as permitted.   
 
Those interested in learning more about the program and/or PFW resources
may contact Beomjin Kim, Computer Science Chair at kimb@pfw.edu. 

ETCS Excellence Awards Recipients - 2019-2020

Teaching:
Dr. Fawad Niazi, Civil &
Mechanical Engineering

Specially for his
excellence in
course/laboratory
development and
improvement as well as
students’ senior design
supervision and advising.

Research:
Dr. Jin Soung Yoo,
Computer Science

Specially for her
excellence in publications
record and acquisition of
grants, involving
students in research
activities, and earning
national recognition.

Service:
Dr. Rebecca Essig, Civil
& Mechanical
Engineering

Specially for her
excellence in leadership
and organizational
abilities, numerous
volunteering service
activities, and
outstanding nomination
package.

Purdue University Fort
Wayne Researcher of

mailto:kimb@pfw.edu


the Year recognized

ETCS' own David S. Cochran has
been selected as 2019–20
Researcher of the Year.
David is a professor of Systems
Engineering and Director of ETCS
Center of Excellence in Systems
Engineering.
Full news release here:
PFW Researcher of the Year

Attention: Faculty & Staff Click here to share
concerns/challenges with Dean Zoghi.

ETCS Community Engagement & Partnerships

MEET our Director of Development:
 Candace Inghram

Purdue University Fort Wayne is pleased to
announce Candace Inghram has joined the Office
of Development and Alumni Relations as a
Director of Development. She will work with the
Doermer School of Business and the College of
Engineering, Technology and Computer Science.
Candace is a communication specialist with a
comprehensive background in education,
marketing, social media, events, and athletics.
Candace earned her bachelor’s degree in
elementary education at the University of Alabama
and taught kindergarten and fifth grade. She also

earned her BA in Sports Telecommunications from UA and worked with
Alabama Football, the NFL and NBA. To further her career, Candace
earned her MA in public relations from Indiana University and worked in
business development for Faegre Baker Daniels. She is well versed on
matching philanthropic interests with university priorities, with an
emphasis on major gifts. As a native of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Candace is a
devoted Crimson Tide Football fan and enjoys karaoke, wine, and
traveling.

CONNECTED Health Lab Partnership
The Northeast Indiana Innovation Center (NIIC) was awarded funding to
establish a “Connected Health Lab,” bringing together entrepreneurs,
researchers, innovators, and investment groups to develop new markets
and products in health IoT. This is the beginning of the project and an
exciting time to establish a lab that will serve all community areas,
working within the digital health space. The Connected Health Lab team
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is eager to have ETCS involved in this early stage to provide expertise in
shaping the lab. The online lab will allow members to work together to
develop new products, access expertise and funding sources related to
various needs, challenges and other opportunities related to virtual
health. ETCS is an official partner of the project and faculty and staff are
encouraged to get involved. To learn more, contact the Dean's office or
jennifer.hunter@pfw.edu. 

GUEST Lecturer & Mentor Roster

Industry partners have been invited to add their names as potential Guest
Lecturers to a roster that faculty will access and identify potential speakers for
their courses. Bridging theory with a real-world application is critical for our
students. Doing so helps them gain a deeper understanding of study materials
by contextualizing through practical examples and stories. We have found our
industry partners to have rich experiences that can bring the material to life
when shared with students. Guest Lecturers don’t require teaching skills, merely
the desire to pass along knowledge and subject matter expertise to students.
The presentation can be delivered via remote or in person. Exposing students
to Guest Lecturers also helps better prepare them for life beyond the
classroom. Hearing directly from professionals in the field can inform career
choices and preparation, an added benefit for both students and the
organizations that employ them. The industry can also identify their interest in
serving as a mentor to students.
 
Please share the sign-up link with any industry professionals or advisory
boards who may be interested. Faculty can refer to the roster to find a good
match for the courses being taught, and reach out directly to make
arrangements. If you’d like access to the roster, please contact the Dean’s office
or Jennifer.hunter@pfw.edu.   
 

Our mailing address is:
Purdue University Fort Wayne
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 Purdue Fort Wayne is an Equal

Opportunity/Equal Access University.
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